
Attachments

POWER STREAM1 header, 7/9m 

Cutterbar driven via planetary gearbox 

Knife speed [stroke/min] 1,180

Reel-to-ground speed synchronisation 
system 

FLOAT STREAM 700/900 close-cut header 
with flexible cutterbar, 7/9m 

ACTIVE STREAM 540/630/690/780/940 
header with hydraulic table extension 
0...700mm, 5.4/6.3 /6.9/7.8/9.4m



DRAPER STREAM 900 draper header, 9m 

POWER STREAM II 540/630/690/780/940 
header with mechanical table extension 
0...250mm, 5.4/6.3/6.9/7.8/9.4m



Corn header, ARGUS, CORN STREAM 8 rows 
(70/75cm spacing) 

FALCON 870/875/1270/1275 sunflower 
header, 8/12 rows 

SUN STREAM 780/920 sunflower header, 
7.8/9.2m 

SWA PICK 342/432 pickup, 3.4/4.3 m 

Crop lifters 

Header trailer 

Trailer hitch 

Feeder house

Type chain-and-slat

Rugged design 

Stone trap 

Electrohydraulic ground contour following 
system 

Multicoupler 

Thresher

Thresher width (mm) 1,500

TETRA Processor2 threshing system 

Threshing cylinder/separator diameter 
(mm) 800/750

Threshing cylinder speed (rpm) 300 to 920

Threshing and separation area of TETRA 
Processor (m2) 3.0 

Number of straw walkers 6

Straw walkers separation area [sq.m] 5.3

Cleaning system

Cleaning sieve area [sq. m] 5.85

Cleaning fan speed (rpm) 300 to 1,200

Sieve clearances adjustable from the cab 

Self-contained rethresher 

Automatic Centralized Lubrication System 
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POWERFUL AND EFFICIENT CUMMINS ENGINE
The T500 uses a powerful and efficient 360 hp L6 Cummins QSL 8.9. A 
large torque reserve (25%), simple design, low maintenance costs cou-
pled with high fuel efficiency.

TETRA PROCESSOR THRESHING SYSTEM
The Tetra Processor features a flexible concave with electronically adjust-
able clearances along the entire length. An impressive threshing area of 
3.0 sq. m and separation area (8.3 sq. m in total) provide a thorough sep-
aration with minimum grain and straw damage, also in the toughest field 
conditions. Tetra Processor threshing system is built using a 800mm-dia. 
cylinder which provides consistent and delicate threshing without losses. 
A 750mm-dia. separator creates a smooth path for the crop material. The 
width of the unit – 1,500mm – allows the machine to achieve an output 
up to 30 t/h.

HIGH-CAPACITY FEEDER HOUSE
The new generation feeder house is fitted with a multicoupler, has an in-
creased load capacity (up to 3,500 kg), and produces a smooth cropflow 
to the threshing cylinder. The field ground contour following is provided 
by hydraulic cylinders in longitudinal and transverse directions.

LUXURY CAB WITH ADVISER IV INFORMATION 
SYSTEM
T500 come with a new 2-gen Luxury Cab. The major difference between 
the new Luxury Cab and the proven Comfort Cab II is the size: the new 
cab is more than 1.5 times bigger, with more than 4 cu. m of volume, 
more than 2m wide, and a glazing area greater than 5 sq. m. Additional 
benefits include climate control, improved noise insulation and suspen-
sion for the cab, a large air-suspended operator’s seat, an additional larg-
er seat, electrically adjusted and heated rear view mirrors. The beverage 
cooler also has a larger capacity. Adviser IV voice information system and 
Agrotronic agrimanagement platform come standard.

STRAW WALKERS WITH A LARGE SEPARATION AREA
High performance 6 straw walkers with an overall area of 5.3 sq. m and 
self-contained rethresher will see to it that harvesting is done with min-
imum losses. The walker oscillation amplitude is tuned to maximise the 
separation of grain from the crop mat.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE OPTIFLOW CLEANING SYSTEM
The 2-stage OptiFlow cleaning system with a proprietary sieve suspen-
sion with an area of 5.85 sq. m is used to clean the material. A strong op-
timized air flow, a large drop height, and the tine grid on the 
grain pan and additional sieve improve the cleaning 
process significantly. The cleaning system uses a dou-
ble-flow 5-section turbofan, with its speed controlled 
in the cab and displayed on the control panel. Sieves 
and components are easy to clean, and the sieves can 
be quickly adjusted by the operator from the cab.

FUEL TANK
EFFICIENT The 850L fuel tank will allow operating for nearly two shifts 
between refills. To reduce costs when you drive for a long time, switching 
between the Field/Road modes automatically activates the engine’s eco 
mode: the maximum engine speed is limited to 1,900 rpm. The hourly 
fuel consumption in this mode decreases by 5 %.

FAST UNLOADING
A large capacity grain tank with an advanced system for unloading into 
vehicles with side height over 4m, and with vibrators. The grain tank ca-
pacity – 10,000 litres – increases the performance due to fewer unload-
ing cycles. The unload rate is 120 L/s; it takes 2 minutes to empty the full 
grain tank. Grain can be easily unloaded into any trucks or trailers, while 
using headers up to 10m wide. The thresher drive can be disengaged 
during unloading to save fuel.

CHOPPER/SPREADER
The 2-speed chopper/spreader improves feeding of straw to be wind-
rowed. It can effectively handle grain and row crops, and can be activat-
ed from the cab. A large number of knives and counterknives ensures 
a good chopping. The straw spread width can be adjusted from the cab 
(option). Also, the combine can optionally be equipped with a hydraulic 
chaff spreader.



T500  
Grain Harvester

Grain tank with unloader
Grain tank capacity (L) 10,000
Unload rate (L/s) 120
Unload height (mm) 4,820

Vibrators 

MOG management

In-cab spread angle adjustment 

Chaff spreader 

Cab

Luxury Cab3 configuration 

Adviser IV4 information system 

Agrotronic agrimanagement platform 

Air-suspended operator’s seat  

Heated power mirrors 

Automatic guidance system 

Tailings Return Assessment System 

Ground drive
Transmission Hydrostatic

Transmission 3 speeds electrohydraulically- 
operated

Front tyre size 800/65R32; 680/85R32; 
900/60R32; 1050/50R32

Rear tyre size 18,4 R24; 500/70/R24;  
500/85/R24; 600/65R28 

All-wheel drive 

Engine
Manufacturer/make/emission standard Cummins/QSL 8.9/St-IIIA
Power rating [kW (h.p.)] 264 (360)
Fuel tank capacity (L) 850
Fuel meter system 

Air compressor 

Overall dimensions

Length/width/height (in transport posi-
tion, without header) (mm)

9,890/3,500  
(with 680/85 R32 tyres)/ 

4,000 max.
Weight (w/o header and fuel) [kg] 16,200 ± 550

● standard     ○ option

Rostselmash reserves the right to improve individual characteristics of its 
products without a prior notice to the market

1  POWER STREAM is an all-crop grain header with extended table, hydraulic 
reel drive, header reverser controllable from the cab, and reel-to-ground speed 
synchronization.

2  TETRA Processor is a threshing system consisting of a threshing cylinder and 
separation cylinder, overshot and rear/separation beater with a proprietary 
concave adjustment system.

3  Luxury Cab is a spring-mounted, airtight two-seat cab with audio fittings, 
improved noise insulation, a climate control system, a beverage cooler, a file 
drawer, and an operator seat with an integrated control panel.

4  Adviser IV is a voice information system built on a color touchscreen display 
with radio and USB stick compatible, and with Agrotronic agrimanagement 
platform connectivity
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EXCELLENT JOB EVERY DAY
High-performance combine with an unmatched double-
cylinder threshing system. The T500 demonstrates 
remarkable performance in the conditions that are 
challenging to ordinary combines.
The special design of the feeder house and other 
components results in ultraclean threshing without 
compromising the quality of grain and straw.

2 Menzhinskogo str., Rostov-on-Don,  
Russia 344029

www.rostselmash.com
market@oaorsm.ru

Phone: +7 989 500 4000,
Phone: +7 989 500 1000


